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Study to Assess Longer-term Opioid Medication 
Effectiveness (SALOME trial)

¨ For people with long-term opioid use disorder, not benefitting 
from available treatments (n=202)

¨ Double-blind randomization to injectable hydromorphone (HDM) 
or diacetylmorphine (DAM) treatment for 6 months

¨ Demonstrated the non-inferiority of injectable HDM vs. DAM 

Oviedo-Joekes et al. 2016



Beliefs about treatment allocation are associated with trial 
outcomes, independent of the treatment received. 

Motivation to Consider Expectancies in RCTs

Colagiuri et al. 2009



SALOME: Success of the Blinding Evaluation

Among trial participants: 

¨ Tested if treatment assignment expectancy (guess) was 
associated with treatment outcomes
¤ “What treatment do you think you are receiving?”

¨ Explored reasons for guesses
¤ “Why do you think you are receiving X treatment?”

¨ Tested predictors of guess, including open reasons 



Analytic Methods

¨ Guess groups created:
² DAM definitely + DAM possibly = DAM
² HDM definitely + HDM possibly = HDM
² Unsure   

¨ Thematic coding of open comments (n=471 codes generated 
from 198 participants)

¨ Pairwise comparisons testing differences in treatment 
outcomes by guess group

¨ Multinomial logistic regression for predictors of guess 



Relevant Descriptive Data

¨ 83% preferred DAM at baseline (before randomization) 
¨ 82% would take HDM in real-world setting if DAM were not 

available
¨ 91% perceived the medication to be effective at T6

Treatment Guess

Randomization 
Arm HDM DAM Unsure Total

HDM 51 29 19 99

DAM 44 35 19 98

Total 95 64 38 197



Key Findings I

Why do you think you are receiving DAM, HDM or Unsure? 
• Major categories and classifying attributes

Positive 

Neutral 

Negative  

Classifying 
Attributes: • ‘I know how heroin feels’

Prior experience 
with opioids

(N=89) 

• ‘I get itchy after injection’
• ‘Has legs’

Presence of drug 
effects
(N=132)

• ‘Missing the euphoric sensation’
• ‘I don’t get pins and needles’

Absence of drug 
effects
(N=39)

• ‘Unsure’
• ‘Inconsistent effects’

Other comments
(N=50)



Key Findings II

Efficacy Outcomes by Treatment Guess:

• Physical health: p <0.05 for DAM vs. HDM and Unsure

• Psych health: p <0.05  for DAM vs. HDM and Unsure 



Key Findings III

Predictors of guess (adjusted results):
• Drug-related high = higher odds guessing DAM vs. HDM
• Observed drowsiness event = higher odds guessing DAM vs. HDM
• Negative reasons for guess = lower odds guess DAM vs. HDM; 

higher odds guessing HDM vs. Unsure
• Neutral or positive reasons =  higher odds guessing DAM or HDM 

vs. Unsure



Key Message: Expectancies Matter 

¨ Guessing DAM was associated with better self-reported 
health:

Ø Recall that blinding and non-inferiority were demonstrated

Ø Might be that people felt better and attributed this to 
DAM, and/or 

Ø People who believed they were on DAM, expected and 
then experienced health improvements



Key Message: Expectancies Matter 

¨ Guesses were based on cues from prior experiences with 
opioids and drug-related effects: 

Ø Cues were not guess specific (e.g., pins and needles used 
by both DAM and HDM guessers)

Ø Preference for DAM might have influenced expectancy

q Suggests that the overall treatment experience and clinical 
outcomes could be enhanced via discussions about 
treatment expectations and perceived drug effects.
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